Bushfire Mitigation in Australia by Use of Air Burners

BUSHFIRES
Bushfires in Australia are much more deadly to humans and animals
and much more destructive today than only a few decades ago. This
is the result of urban housing pushing more and more into the
bushland, and the lack of aggressive intervention by creating
defensible zones at the bushland-urban interface for the protection of
homes and businesses.
Bushfires have cost Australia many billions of dollars in damage to
human life, farm animals, wildlife and property, including the cost of
fighting the fires themselves and the rehabilitation of the devastated
bushland to mitigate further fires where imperative. Wildfires cannot
be prevented, but their devastating destruction can be mitigated to a
great extend by developing defensible zones between the bushland
and communities. This also applies to the protection of livestock and
farmland, as well as Australia's precious National Parks.
The process is simple and straightforward: Remove the under-story
vegetation of the forests at the wildland-urban interface and maintain
it. This will keep fires from encroaching onto land that ought to be
protected. The photo above on the left highlights such a cleaned up
forest. The process requires cutting and slashing an elimination of the
forest wood waste. Chipping the wood waste, hauling it to a land fill
and dumping it there is time-consuming and expensive, often cost
prohibitive. It also contributes to climate change by releasing
greenhouse gases from the large Diesel engines used for this
alternative.
The simple solution is elimination on site by use of above ground air
curtain burners, also called FireBoxes, as designed and
manufactured by Air Burners, Inc. in the US and now distributed and
available throughout Australia.
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The FireBox is portable, deployed completely assembled and
requires no external energy source. The wood waste is the fuel.
Because it achieves near perfect combustion efficiency, all the CO2
that is released is "biogenic" CO2, the CO2 that the trees took in
through photosynthesis while alive thereby releasing oxygen.
The harmful climateaffecting smoke or "black
carbon" is eliminated by
the pollution control
principle of the FireBox,
the air curtain. That is
why employing the air
curtain burners is so
environmentally sound.
The Australian Forest
Practise Authority (FPA)
advocates the importance
of bushland fuels management, but the employed methods are
mostly "Planned Burns" or man-induced broadcast burns. Their major
drawbacks are the massive release of climate forcing agents, namely
smoke or black carbon, and the danger of run-away out-of-control
burns with their devastating consequence. Moreover, planned burns
are not suitable for fuels reduction in the immediate bushland-urban
interface for obvious reasons.
F ireBoxes eliminate all of these concerns, and now with their costeffective availability throughout Australia as of 2014, they should be
employed as the cleanest and most desirable method to dispose
wood waste from fuels reduction endeavors, at least in the areas of
the bushland interface with urban housing and farmland.

Please, click on the panels below for more details.
What is a FireBox and how does it work?
Air Curtain Burners,
also called FireBoxes, were designed principally as a pollution control device. The primary objective of an air
curtain machine is to reduce the particulate matter (PM) or black carbon or smoke, which results from
burning clean wood waste. It is sometimes hard to visualize without seeing a machine in operation, but the
machines do not burn anything, rather they control the results of something burning.
You could look at it as a pollution control device
for open burning. Clean wood waste is loaded
into the FireBox, and the pile is ignited. This is
very similar to starting a campfire. The air
curtain is not engaged until the fire has grown in
strength or the air curtain may blow the fire out.
Once the fire has reached suitable strength,
usually in 15 to 20 minutes, the air curtain is
engaged. The air curtain then runs at steady
state throughout the burn operation and the
waste wood is loaded at a rate consistent with
the rate of burn. Our smallest machine will burn
at a rate of 0.5 to 2 ton per hour, our largest
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machine can burn in excess of 10 tons per
hour.
Principle
The purpose of the air curtain is to stall or slow
down the smoke particles on their way out of
the FireBox. In doing this the particles are
subjected to the highest temperatures in the
FireBox. Stalling the smoke particles in this
region just under the air curtain causes them to
re-burn, further reducing their size to an
acceptable limit. The result is a very clean burn
with opacities well under 10% per EPA Method
9 Testing (as compared to open burning which
typically can run at 80% to 100% opacity).
The photos below (not to scale) show
FireBoxes in full operation at bushfire mitigation
settings. Note, there is no visible smoke.

Click for more details

S-220 Portable FireBox

BurnBoss

FireBoxes that are practical for bushfire fuels reduction management.
Successful bushfire prevention measures must include suitable disposal or eradication schemes for the
forest debris that is being collected from cleaning out the forest under-story at the bushland interface with
urban communities or farmland. It is cost-prohibitive to chip and haul the material away to landfills or other
disposal sites. Also, undue greenhouse gases would be released from the massive Diesel engines of the
wood chippers and trucks, as they are powered by hydrocarbon fuels releasing non-biogenic CO2.
Suitable FireBoxes are Air Burners Models S-220, S-119, S-116, S-111 and the towable FireBox, the
BurnBoss. Mobilization by tilt-bed trailers or other suitable trailer is simple and can usually be accomplished
by available rolling stock. The BurnBoss is being used by fire brigades, parks departments, home owners
associations, forest service agency, etc. for smaller clearing jobs.
The residual ash is a soil amendment and is usually land applied on location. The photos below show one of
the larger suitable FireBoxes on the left and the popular BurnBoss, a trailer-mounted FireBox that is towable.
They are both in full operation at government forest fuels reduction site. Note, that there is no visible smoke.
The images are not shown to scale.

S-119 Portable FireBox
Specifications for S-119

BurnBoss
Specifications for BurnBoss

How do FireBoxes reduce unwanted Greenhouse Gases?
Disposal of Woody Debris by Fire with perfect combustion efficiency releases no Black Carbon (smoke or
particulate matter) and virtually only Biogenic CO2, making this process carbon neutral.
Black Carbon is a byproduct of the combustion of fossil fuel, biofuel or biomass (woody debris); optimizing
the combustion process will reduce the amount of Black Carbon released. Air Burners FireBoxes have been
designed to achieve better than 99% combustion efficiency when burning wood waste, thereby eliminating
virtually all smoke or black carbon from the forest debris burning. Black carbon releases are responsible for
the premature melting of polar icecaps, Himalayan Mountain permafrost areas, etc. It is a climate forcing
agent per IPPC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change of the UN). Black Carbon tends to stay in the
atmosphere for only several days to a few weeks, whereas carbon dioxide has an atmospheric lifetime of
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more than 100 years. That means, curbing Black Carbon releases today will have a near immediate positive
effect on Climate Change.
The FireBox burning wood-waste releases CO2 that is Biogenic. This carbon was stored in the plant (i.e.
tree) for a relatively short period of time over the life of the tree or other plant and, through the natural
biogenic process of photosynthesis, this carbon was absorbed from the CO2 in the air surrounding the plant
in exchange for which oxygen was released, oxygen which is needed to make most life on earth possible.
The carbon was sequestered in the wood while the tree was alive and growing, and the same carbon was
returned to the atmosphere in the FireBox combustion process, making this burn process “carbon neutral” or
giving it a net zero carbon footprint.
Read more here ...

Where can FireBoxes be purchased or hired in Australia?

How can I learn more about FireBoxes and bushfire prevention?
Evaluation of BurnBoss (San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District, California, USA)
WILDFIRE TODAY: Using an air curtain to burn bug tree debris
Comparing Operating Cost and Emissions of Grinder vs Air Burners FireBox
Use of FireBox for Disposal of Trees Killed by Beetles and for Disposal of Invasive Species
Los Alamos National Laboratory: A Curtain of Air Assists with Cerro Grande Wildfire Rehabilitation Project
Air Burner Video Links

FAQ - FireBox Related
Question:

How is the FireBox mobilized?

Answer:

Except for the BurnBoss which is trailer mounted, FireBoxes are transported fully
assembled on suitable trailers. Trailers, such as tilt-bed tag trailers can be used for the
smaller FireBoxes, or low-boys and flatbeds can be used as well. A sliding axle tilt-bed
trailer with a power winch, such as is custom made by Landoll for Air Burners FireBoxes,
is ideal.

Question:

How is the FireBox loaded?

Answer:

The BurnBoss can be loaded by hand, if convenient. Most FireBoxes can be loaded with
a Skidsteer, Bobcat, tractor with a rake, front-loader or excavator, all should have rakes
and not a bucket.

Question:

How is the FireBox cleaned of ash?

Answer:

After the ashes have cooled and embers extinguished, the BurnBoss is cleaned out by
raising the burn-box and briskly pulling the unit away leaving the ashes behind. The
larger FireBoxes can be cleaned by using the ash-rake available from Air Burners, or by
scooping out the ash with the bucket of a Bobcat, etc.

Question:

How do you make sure you will not cause a brushfire?

Answer:

Common sense. Keep the area around the FireBox clean from debris, keep a safety
distance from the closest trees and bushes, keep an eye on possible spot-fires, and
discontinue burning, should the winds exceed the speed listed in the operation manuals.
Always read the operating manual, and NEVER leave an operating FireBox unattended.

Question:

Burning wood releases CO2; why is that not a bad thing?

Answer:

Correct, the combustion of wood results in most of the carbon contained in the wood fiber
to be released as CO2. CO2 is a Greenhouse Gas that has a negative effect on climate
change. The CO2 emitted from the FireBox combustion process is 'biogenic" CO2. The
carbon contained in it was taken from the air while the tree was alive and converted CO2
to oxygen through photosynthesis. The same carbon would be eventually returned to the
surroundings, were the tree to decompose naturally, that is rot away. Granted, some of it
would likely be sequestered in the soil, but in contrast to FireBox combustion, the
decomposition would also release Methane, a very bad Greenhouse gas, actually much
worse than CO2.

FAQ - Emissions Related

One could also argue that reforestation would offset the CO2 released from burning dead
tress and slash from fuels reduction. The new stands will immediately take in CO2 from
their surroundings and release oxygen.
Biogenic CO2 is non-anthropogenic CO2, that means it is not caused by actions of man,
and it would be released to the atmosphere earlier or later one way or another by nature.
Question:

What then is "bad" CO2?

Answer:

Non-biogenic or "bad" CO2 is CO2 released from the incomplete combustion of fossil
fuels, like coal, petroleum, Diesel fuel, etc. This Greenhouse Gas makes up the largest
volume of all CO2 that has accumulated in the atmosphere. Considering that CO2 has an
atmospheric lifetime of more than 100 years underscores how imperative it is, that
worldwide measures be enacted and observed in order to reduce the rate of additional
CO2 releases.
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Bad CO2 is the CO2 that originates from hydrocarbon fuels (coal, petroleum, natural
gas). This CO2 or its carbon would continue to stay deep down in the earth for millions of
more years, were we to leave it there and not bring it to the earth's surface for
consumption. This bad CO2 is man-induced CO2 or "anthropogenic" CO2.
Question:

How can you say that the FireBox is a pollution control machine?

Answer:

The air curtain burner has been designed to make the combustion of vegetative waste
from Open Burning significantly cleaner. Just as filters and scrubbers in the smoke stack
of a commercial municipal waste incinerator reduce the release of unwanted emissions
from entering the environment, the air curtain burner prevents most of the particulate
(smoke or black carbon) from the combustion process from getting into the environment.
The image below strikingly highlights that principle.

There is also a commercial component to this: because air curtain burning is significantly
faster than open burning, and "time-is-money", using the air curtain burners makes a
particular project more profitable.
Question:

I understand biogenic CO2 - but combustion releases a whole lot of CO2 all at one time,
is that not a bad thing?

Answer:

The amount of all CO2 that is released each year is in the many billions of tons range.
CO2 that is non-anthropogenic such as is released by wildfire, volcanoes and natural
seeping of gases from the earth center or oceans is only a fairly small amount of the total.
Nature has kept this CO2 in balance for millions of years. The CO2 emitted from FireBox
burning for forest fuels remediation and wildfire mitigation, though at first glance possibly
perceived as substantive and released over a short time span, is minuscule within the
scope of all released CO2, both natural and anthropogenic, and can be neglected.
Also, if fuels reduction efforts were not enacted and the forest slash, for example, not
burned in a FireBox, then one could argue that a more likely forest fire would eventually
destroy the same mass of wood in a short time span, releasing not only the same amount
of CO2, but also massive amounts of black carbon or smoke, a bad climate change
forcing agent. Of course, that would also endanger the rest of the woodlands themselves
and the urban developments interfacing with the wildland.

Question:

What is the Carbon Cycle?

Answer:

The Biomass Carbon Cycle is a presentation of the the fact that CO2 released from
burning wood is re-absorbed by new growth or was taken from the atmosphere in the first
place, as the plant (that is now being burned) was alive. Here is a simple graphic
depiction of that:
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Read More on this subject

Please, contact us:

From Organic Matter Solutions
Melbourne, VIC

From Jawscrushers
Sydney, NSW
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